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ABSTRACT: We report the use of a simple complex assembled from Ni(II) salt and 2-mecaptoethanol in one
step in water as the efficient catalyst in molecular hydrogen system which can be sensitized by a low-cost xanthene dye, Erythrosin B. An excellent quantum efficiency of 24.5% is attained at 460 nm. This simple system is
expected to contribute towards the development of economical and environmentally benign solar hydrogen production systems.
Photocatalytic hydrogen production from water represents an important process in sustainable solar energy conversion for the future. This process can be realized by using the molecular hydrogen system which can provide a
homogeneous reaction environment towards optimal availability of active catalytic sites for solar hydrogen production.1 Such a system typically comprises a metal complex photosensitizer (PS), e.g., Ru(bpy) 32+, for solar
light harvesting and a metal-based catalyst, such as metallic colloidal Pt or Pt-complexes for receiving the electrons from the excited PS directly or via an electron relay. Despite the promising findings so far, the frequent use
of precious metals and/or complicated structures associated with the photosensitizers or catalysts limits their
potential wide applications.
Back in 1975, Balzani et al. has conceptually shown that transition metal complexes are in principle suitable
catalysts for photodissociation of water.2 A few promising examples of using transition metal complexes based
catalysts have been reported so far, including metalloporphyrin complexes, 3a,b [CoIII(dmgH)2pyCl],3c,d and the
bioinspired nickel phosphine type complexes.3e,f Nonetheless, these molecular complexes have relatively complicated structures and may not be easily synthesized. It is highly desirable to use a simple process toward the preparation of low-cost molecular systems for photocatalytic hydrogen production potentially at a large scale.
In our recent study, inorganic NiS nanoparticles were found capable of replacing Pt cocatalyst in the wellknown Pt/CdS semiconductor photocatalysts while exhibiting an excellent quantum efficiency of 51% under
visible light.4 This phenomenon inspired us to employ the low-cost transition metal-sulfur complexes as the catalysts in the molecular hydrogen systems. Herein, we report the use of a simple complex assembled from a Ni(II)
salt and 2-mecaptoethanol in one step in water as the efficient catalyst in molecular hydrogen system which can
be sensitized by low-cost xanthene dyes. This simple system is expected to contribute toward the development of
economical and environmentally benign solar hydrogen production systems.
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Scheme 1. A Simple Process to Assemble the EB-Ni-ME Molecular System from Earth-Abundant Elements
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The molecular hydrogen system consisting of all earth-abundant elements was assembled by mixing nickel(II)
acetate (3 mM) and 2-mercaptoethanol (ME) (30 mM) to form the catalyst complex in the aqueous solution containing triethanolamine (TEOA, 15 vol%) as the sacrificial reagent, followed by adding Erythrosin B (EB, 2.25
mM) as the PS (Scheme 1). The resultant system is denoted as EB-Ni-ME. Toxic solvents like acetonitrile or
toluene commonly used in other molecular hydrogen systems to better dissolve the metal complexes are not required in our system. In the aqueous solution, Ni 2+ ions and the ME ligands upon mixing and dissolving readily
form the dark brown colored complex. The majority of the Ni-ME complex appears to be homogeneous in the
solution although a very small portion of the precipitates can be separated by high speed centrifugation.
Figure 1A shows the time course of hydrogen evolution over the EB-Ni-ME system. The experimental parameters including the concentrations of EB, Ni2+ ions and TEOA; Ni/S ratio; and the pH have been optimized. It is
found that the EB-Ni-ME system can efficiently generate 9.5 mmol of hydrogen gas in the first 12 h irradiation
of visible light ( > 420 nm) corresponding to a high average production rate of 792 mol/h. A moderate quantum efficiency of 12% is obtained at 420 nm with a band-pass filter. Our system exhibits relatively good stability
in a single run compared to other molecular systems reported, 1g,3c,d as the major slowdown happens only after 16
h which is due to degradation of EB (to be discussed shortly). The total amount of H 2 produced from this system
is about 12.3 mmol in 24 h. Even under photons of longer than 500 nm wavelength, our system can still efficiently generate 8.2 mmol of hydrogen in 24 h (Figure S1). The measured quantum efficiencies under photons at different wavelengths are shown Figure 1B. The highest quantum efficiency of 24.5% is obtained at 460 nm, which
is shorter than the wavelength of the highest absorption of EB at 524 nm in the visible light range. At 550 nm,
the quantum efficiency is still as high as 11.0%. To the best of our knowledge, these values are among the highest reported for the molecular hydrogen systems in the visible light range. To confirm that hydrogen is generated
from water instead of other components, the photoreaction in a D 2O solution while keeping other conditions
identical was conducted based on similar procedures reported in our previous study. 4 The same amount of D2 gas
was obtained in 24 h, indicating that the only hydrogen source in the produced hydrogen gas is water.
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Figure 1. (A) Time course of photocatalytic hydrogen evolution over EB-Ni-ME system (light source: 300 W Xe lamp,
 > 420 nm, 100 mL solution, pH = 8.5). (B) UV-vis absorption spectrum of EB and the quantum efficiencies of hydrogen evolution under photons with different wavelengths over the EB-Ni-ME system.

Several reports can be found from the literature dealing with the structures of the complexes between Ni(II)
and primary thiolates.5 De Brabander et al. propsed a linear “core + link” polymeric complex between Ni(II) and
ME in dilute aqueous solutions based on a titration method.5a On the other hand, Gould and Harding precipitated
the crystal from an alkaline solution of concentrated Ni(II) and ME. Their X-ray diffraction data indicated a cyclic hexameric complex with six Ni(II) ions forming a planar ring and the Ni(II) centers bridged by twelve ME
thiolates.5b A few other groups also proposed the hexagonal structure between Ni(II) and ME or other thiolate.5c-e
In order to determine the structure of the Ni-ME complex formed under our condition and to investigate the influence of TEOA, UV-vis absorption and electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) analyses were
carried out. Figure S2 shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of the Ni-ME complex in DI water (pH=8.5, adjusted
by NaOH) and an aqueous solution containing TEOA (pH=8.5). In both cases, four characteristic charge transfer
bands can be observed at nearly the same wavelength of 258, 330, 408 and 525 nm, indicating that TEOA does
not affect coordination between Ni(II) and ME thiolate. Nevertheless, the absorption intensities of Ni-ME in
TEOA solution were slightly lower than those in DI water. We further diluted both solutions and compared their
absorption intensities as shown in Figure S3 and Table S1. The concentration of the Ni-ME complex in TOEA
solution was estimated to be around 90% of that in DI water when [Ni 2+] was in the range of 0.3-1.0 mM (Table
S2). Positive ion ESI-MS analysis was further carried out to investigate the structure of Ni-ME complex formed
in the solutions. It was found that the Ni-ME complex formed in DI water has a formula of [Ni(SCH2CH2OH)2]6
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(Figure S4A and Table S3). The MS spectrum of nickel acetate in TEOA solution shows a dominant peak at m/z
= 823 (Figure S4B) which should correspond to the colorless tetramer formed between Ni(II) and TEOA. Finally, the spectrum of Ni-ME in TEOA solution suggests the presence of both Ni-ME (m/z = 1298) and the tetramer
Ni-TEOA (m/z = 823) complexes (Figure S4C). In addition, a peak at m/z = 1448 was observed, which can be
assigned to [Ni(SCH2CH2OH)2]6 associated with one TEOA (m/z = 1448-1298 = 150, MW of TEOA = 149).
Although the peak of the [Ni(TEOA)]4 complex (m/z = 823) is rather strong compared to those of
[Ni(SCH2CH2OH)2]6 complexes, such results are not reliable for quantitative analysis due to the need to produce
charged ions of all complexes and fragmentation of molecular ions under the ESI condition. As mentioned above
based on the UV data, it could be estimated that about 10% of Ni(II) forms a complex with TEOA and 90% of
Ni(II) remains in the complex with ME as [Ni(SCH2CH2OH)2]6. Based on the above results and literatures,5 it is
proposed that Ni-ME complex formed in TEOA solution adopts a cyclic structure (Figure S5A), although we
could not exclude the existence of a linear structure in equilibrium (Figure S5B). TEOA can also coordinate with
a small fraction of Ni(II) but does not affect the coordination in the majority of [Ni(SCH2CH2OH)2]6.
EB has four iodide substitutions on its xanthene ring. Similar to other heavy halogen-substituted xanthene
dyes, the C-I bond in EB could be cleaved quickly through reductive quenching leading to its photodegradation
and deterioration of activity.6 However, in our EB-Ni-ME system, EB is relatively stable. As shown in Figure
S6A, the intensity of the absorption does not change significantly even at 8 h of irradiation. The peak position
blue shifts from 524 to 502 nm, which is associated with the partial loss of iodide of EB. At 24 h, the absorption
peak has become much weaker and the peak position further shifts to 488 nm corresponding to mainly the absorption of Fluorescein after total dehalogenation of EB. The ESI-MS analysis of the reaction mixture provided
the consistent results about the progressive loss of iodide groups from EB during the light irradiation (Table S4).
The absorption ability of Ni-ME complex in the range of 460 to 600 nm overlaps with that of EB (Figure S6B)
indicating that Ni-ME can quench the excited EB efficiently.
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Figure 2. (A) Cyclic voltammogram of Ni-ME complex formed between nickel(II) acetate (30 mM) and ME (60 mM)
in water; a glassy carbon working electrode; scan rate at 100 mV/s. (B) Proposed reaction scheme of the photocatalytic
hydrogen production over the EB-Ni-ME molecular system.

Our Ni-ME complex has been shown to be an efficient electrocatalyst for the reduction of protons to molecular
hydrogen based on the cyclic voltammetric study. As shown in Figure 2A, similar to other Ni-complexes,3e,f the
Ni-ME complex displays an irreversible reduction wave at around 0.69 V (vs SCE) which should be associated
with the reduction of Ni(II) to the reactive Ni(I) center. After adding acetic acid (HAc) to the solution, the current
was greatly enhanced and the electrocatalytic proton reduction potential was shifted slightly more negative to
0.73 V. Similar observations were reported by other groups for transition metal complexes of nickel and
iron.3a,e,f The oxidation and reduction potentials of EB obtained by the cyclic voltammetric studies are +0.88 and
1.05 V, respectively. The reduction potential of TEOA was measured to be 0.55 V. By comparing these redox
potentials, it is suggested that an oxidative quenching pathway of the photosensitized EB by TEOA is supported.
Based on the above results, the reaction scheme of the EB-Ni-ME molecular system for photocatalytic hydrogen
production in TEOA sacrificial solution is proposed in Figure 2B. EB2- (a divalent anion when dissolved in water) absorbs visible light efficiently to form the excited triplet state, 3*EB2-. The excited electron in 3*EB2- is transferred to Ni-ME complex, leaving the oxidized EB-. Following the photosensitization and electron injection to
Ni-ME, a reactive reduced Ni(I) center is formed which plays the critical role in electron transfer to a proton for
hydrogen production. Further, the presence of the basic sulfur groups surrounding the Ni center could facilitate
the formation of Ni-hydride for subsequent electrochemical desorption leading to hydrogen evolution. 4,7 The
oxidized EB- is reduced back to EB2- by TEOA as the sacrificial electron donor.
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Besides EB, other xanthene dyes have also been investigated and their molecular structures are shown in Figure S7. Figure 3A indicates that among these dyes with different halogen substitutions to the xanthene ring, EB
outperforms the others in activity. The halogen-free Fluorescein exhibits a much lower hydrogen evolution rate
compared to other xanthene dyes examined. Different halogenation substitutions affect the ground and excited
states of xanthene dyes resulting in harvesting photons with different wavelengths and generating electrons of
different potentials. On the other hand, the heavy iodine and bromine atoms can facilitate the formation of longlived triplet states of xanthene dyes from their excited singlet states through intersystem crossing. 8 Based on the
spin conservation rule (Wigner Rule), the PS in its long-lived excited triplet state can sensitize the catalyst towards forming its own long-lived excited triplet state, and, thus, enhance the photocatalytic activity. The optimum performance achieved with the use of EB as the PS suggests the balance of these two aspects in EB. Due to
dehalogenation of EB during reaction (verified through UV-vis and ESI-MS analysis as discussed above), the
loss of iodide groups from EB eventually resulted in a lower H2 production activity as the irradiation time was
increased. Compared with EB, Fluorescein (FL) is a relatively more photostable dye, although the activity of FLNi-ME system was much lower (Figure 3A). Hence, we conducted a long-term photoreaction using FL-Ni-ME
system to investigate the stability of Ni-ME catalyst. As shown in Figure S8, after 4.5 days of continuous reaction, no significant decrease in H2 production activity was observed, indicating that Ni-ME complex catalyst is
stable.
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Figure 3. Time course of hydrogen evolution using (A) different xanthene dyes as the PSs and Ni-ME as the catalyst
and (B) EB as the PS, and Ni2+ and Co2+ complexed with different ligands, ME, MA (mercaptoacetic acid) and TU
(thiourea) as the catalysts. Light source: 300 W Xe lamp,  > 420 nm, 100 mL solution, pH = 8.5.

Figure 3B shows the hydrogen evolution over the molecular systems containing EB as the PS, Ni 2+, or Co2+
complexed with different sulfur-containing small ligands as the catalysts. Overall, complexes of Ni2+ exhibit
better activities than those of Co2+. Typically, Ni-ME is about three times higher in activity than Co-ME. Among
the nickel complexes, ME is the better capping agent than mercaptoacetic acid (MA) and thiourea (TU). ME is
widely used in the synthesis of water-soluble ZnS nanoparticles for its excellent capping ability,9 while an excess
amount of MA can easily precipitate Ni2+ in aqueous solution. Within all the combinations investigated, Ni2+
capped with ME homogeneously in solution is shown to be an efficient catalyst for generating hydrogen.
To better understand the reaction mechanism and the activity difference among the Ni complexes, we performed ab initio calculations by using the hybrid B3LYP functional together with a Lanl2dz basis set, in conjunction with a polarizable continuum model of solvation (PCM),10a,b as implemented in the Gaussian 09 program package.10c The structures of Ni-ME (both cyclic and linear) and Ni-MA were first optimized in water. Two
interesting features can be seen from the simulation. Firstly, the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs)
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) are located at Ni atoms and the surrounding S atoms in
Ni-ME complex, as shown in Figure 4A. Similar results were obtained for linear Ni-ME cluster as shown in Figure S9. Such results confirm that the Ni and S atoms in Ni-ME complex are important. However, the HOMOs
and LUMOs in the Ni-MA complex are located not only at Ni and S atoms but also at O atoms (Figure 4B), indicating that O atoms in Ni-MA complex may also play a role.
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Figure 4. HOMO and LUMO orbitals in (A) cyclic Ni-ME complex and (B) Ni-MA clusters.

Second, Mulliken charge analysis shows that Ni atoms in Ni-ME complex are negatively charged (Table S5),
suggesting that the Ni center in Ni-ME has an electron-rich environment favorable for reduction of protons. For
comparison, Ni atoms in Ni-MA complex are positively charged. Furthermore, we simulated EB-Ni-ME and EBNi-MA complexes in water respectively. The binding energy of EB with Ni-ME is 0.35 eV stronger than that of
EB with Ni-MA, suggesting that the photogenerated electron in EB is more easily transferred to Ni-ME than to
Ni-MA. Moreover, as shown in Table S5, the S atoms in EB-Ni-ME are negatively charged while those in EBNi-MA are positively charged. Half of the Ni atoms in EB-Ni-ME bear negative charges while all Ni atoms in
EB-Ni-MA are positively charged, showing that Ni-ME is superior to Ni-MA as a reduction center for H2 production. These simulation results support our experimental data.
In conclusion, the simple EB-Ni-ME molecular system assembled from earth-abundant elements in water in
one step shows outstanding photocatalytic efficiencies for hydrogen evolution under visible light. It is believed
that such findings present a promising opportunity toward the development of low-cost and environmentally
benign solar hydrogen production systems to meet the increasing future energy demand.
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